Historical Fiction
for Middle Graders

Armstrong  Whittington  J ARM
Anderson   Chains       YA AND
Anderson   Fever, 1793  YA AND
Avi        The True Confessions of Charlotte Doyle  YA AVI
Brendler   Radio Girl   J BRE
Curtis     The Watsons Go to Birmingham-1963  J CUR
Cushman    Catherine, Called Birdy  YA CUS
Cushman    The Midwife’s Apprentice  YA CUS
Hesse      Out of the Dust  YA HES
Holm       Our Only May Amelia  J HOL
Hunt       Across Five Aprils  J HUN
Kelly      The Evolution of Calpurnia Tate  J KEL
Lai        Inside Out & Back Again  J LAI
Martin     A Corner of the Universe  J MAR
Peck       A Season of Gifts  YA PEC
Perkins    Criss Cross  YA PER
Phelan     The Storm in the Barn  J PHE
Rinaldi    A Break with Charity  YA RIN
Schmidt    The Wednesday Wars  J SCH
Vanderpool Moon over Manifest  J VAN
Wiles      Countdown  YA WIL
Williams-Garcia One Crazy Summer  J WIL
Ylvisaker  The Luck of the Buttons  J YLV

Historical Fiction
for Independent Readers

Avi        Prairie School  J AVI
Fleischman The Whipping Boy  J FLE
Hopkinson  From Slave to Soldier  J HOP
Lawson     Ben and Me  J LAW
Lowry      Number the Stars  J LOW
MacLachlan Sarah, Plain and Tall  J MAC
Moss       Emma’s Journal  J MOS
Moss       Hannah’s Journal  J MOS
Rinaldi    My Vicksburg  J RIN
Winter     Follow the Drinking Gourd  J WIN

Series to look for (best searched by keyword):

Gutman     Baseball Card Adventures series  J GUT
Osborne    Magic Tree House series  J OSB
Scieszka   The Time Warp Trio series  J SCI
The American Girls books by various authors
The History Mysteries series by various authors
The My America series by various authors

Also look for the Dear America and My Name is America series by various authors and most easily found in the catalog with a keyword search.